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Abstract
A wide variety of tasks have been framed
as text-to-text tasks to allow processing by
sequence-to-sequence models. We propose a
new task of generating a semi-structured in-
terpretation of a source document. The inter-
pretation is semi-structured in that it contains
mandatory and optional fields with free-text in-
formation. This structure is surfaced by human
annotations, which we standardize and convert
to text format. We then propose an evaluation
technique that is generally applicable to any
such semi-structured annotation, called equiva-
lence classes evaluation. The evaluation tech-
nique is efficient and scalable; it creates a large
number of evaluation instances from a compara-
bly cheap clustering of the free-text information
by domain experts. For our task, we release a
dataset about the monetary policy of the Fed-
eral Reserve. On this corpus, our evaluation
shows larger differences between pretrained
models than standard text generation metrics.

1 Introduction

General-purpose sequence-to-sequence models
have achieved impressive results on conditional
text generation (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al.,
2020), machine translation (Liu et al., 2020; Xue
et al., 2021), and text summarization (Lewis et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020a). This has lead to their
application to ever more tasks; as long as the task
can be formalized in a text-to-text format, it can be
processed by these models (Raffel et al., 2020).

We apply sequence-to-sequence models in a dif-
ferent setting: documents interpreting other docu-
ments. This phenomenon is pervasive in our daily
lives, be it a critic reviewing a play or book, a web-
site presenting highlights of a travel guide, or, as in
this paper, a journalist writing an article about an
organization’s press release.

For social scientists, these reviews or articles
present an interesting subject of study; they surface
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Figure 1: Our proposed interpretation task. A journalist
creates an interpretation of a source document. A so-
cial scientist extracts and categorizes the relevant parts
of the interpretation by means of annotation, which is
converted into text-only format. The model learns the
interpretation process by directly predicting the target
annotation from the source document.

the author’s interpretation of the original source
document. With the tool of human annotations,
domain experts can extract the core constituents
and surface implicit information in these various
interpretations to make them comparable.

In this paper, we train models to learn this in-
terpretation process (see Figure 1).1 We describe
how human annotations can be standardized and
converted into a text-only format to serve as semi-
structured targets in this interpretation prediction
task. We introduce the FOMC dataset, a corpus
about the monetary policy of the Federal Reserve,
the central bank of the United States of Amer-
ica. The dataset contains source documents of
greatly varying length, containing policy announce-
ments such as press releases or speeches. The
target interpretations are short, and consist of se-
lected sentences taken from New York Times arti-
cles, which are then annotated by domain experts.
We also devise a scalable evaluation technique for
semi-structured outputs, which we call equivalence
classes evaluation. Domain experts cluster high-
lighted text spans from the human annotations into
equivalence classes, signifying their semantic inter-

1Our data, code and finetuned models are
available at https://github.com/idiap/
semi-structured-annotations.
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changeability. A generative model is then probed
with a prefix and either a true continuation from the
data or a wrong continuation from a different equiv-
alence class. If the model learned the process of
interpretation well, it will give higher probability
to the true continuation. From a single cluster-
ing, we can automatically generate a large number
of evaluation instances by sampling negative text
spans. We train Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
sequence-to-sequence models with varying levels
of pretraining on the FOMC dataset, and find that
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) performs well on our
equivalence classes evaluation and standard text
generation evaluation metrics.

Our contributions are: 1) We introduce a new
dataset on document interpretation, with semi-
structured annotations and documents on the mone-
tary policy of the Federal Reserve. 2) We introduce
a method to convert these annotations into text
format and apply generative text models. 3) We
devise a scalable technique to evaluate models on
the task of generating semi-structured outputs, by
efficiently utilizing domain experts’ grouping of
text spans into equivalence classes. 4) We perform
an evaluation with our technique, and showcase its
flexibility with an in-depth error analysis.

2 Semi-Structured Human Annotations

We consider a setting where a long text is inter-
preted in a few sentences. The interpretation may
select an aspect of the source text to focus on, and
it may be opinionated. Each sentence is annotated
by domain experts to surface and structure the im-
portant information.

2.1 Standardizing Human Annotations

We aim to standardize the human annotations into
a general but flexible semi-structured format which
should make it possible for NLP models to process
them. In order to do so, we first have to define the
possible annotation operations.

Our annotations are created from two operations:
1) marking spans with a label in order to categorize
them, and 2) optionally commenting on a marked
span to give context, paraphrase or make implicit
information explicit.

2.2 Converting Annotations to Text

We convert annotations into a text-only format by
inserting category-specific start and end tokens for
each marked span. Overlapping or fully contained

[STD SENTENCE START] [REFERENCE START] Last week
[REFERENCE END] , the [ACTOR START] Federal Reserve
[ACTOR END] [ACT START] left interest rates unchanged
(Did not raise rates) [ACT END] , but it remained on
guard against inflation by continuing its stated bias
toward higher rates -- despite mixed signals on just
how much [EVIDENCE START] the economy may be slowing
[EVIDENCE END] . [STD SENTENCE END]

Last week , the Federal Reserve
left interest rates unchanged , 
but it remained on guard against  
inflation by continuing its stated 
bias toward higher rates -- despite 
mixed signals on just how much 
the economy may be slowing .

Did not raise rates

Figure 2: Example of the automatic conversion of an
annotated interpretation into text format.

spans are allowed. We include the comments by
adding them in parentheses (imitating a similar use
in natural language) at the end of the respective
marked span and before the category end token.
An example annotation transformed to text format
is shown in Figure 2.

2.3 The Interpretation Task

We propose the task of generating the interpreta-
tions, including the human annotations, from the
source documents. This task can be formalized as
a sequence-to-sequence generation task, with pairs
of a single source document xi and one or more tar-
get annotations yij in text format, with 1 ≤ j ≤ mi.
The multiple target annotations are equivalent to
multiple references in traditional text generation
tasks, i.e. they are all equally valid solutions to the
task. In total, there are n source documents and
m =

∑n
i=1mi targets.

The targets yij contain marked spans of cate-
gories c from a predefined set of categories C.
Some categories occur in every target, and some are
optional, as illustrated in the paragraph Annotation
Categories below.

2.4 The FOMC Dataset

We now present our dataset constructed according
to the guidelines above. The source documents and
targets were selected and annotated by domain ex-
perts. They are on the topic of the monetary policy
of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) of
the Federal Reserve, the central bank of the United
States of America, in the years from 1967 to 2018.
The source documents are policy announcements
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of the FOMC such as press releases, speeches, tes-
timonies, Q&A sessions, or meeting minutes. The
targets are sentences from news articles of the New
York Times which conform to the requirements
(see Annotation Categories below). An example is
shown in Appendix D.

Data collection. Domain experts2 searched the
New York Times archives for articles on the mon-
etary policy of the Federal Reserve. Candidate
articles were searched for sentences that contain
all mandatory categories described below. If a sen-
tence is found, it is annotated by highlighting the
categories and adding comments. All annotations
are validated by a senior domain expert3. Sen-
tences from the same article referencing the same
source document are collected in a single target
annotation. If multiple articles reference the same
source document, one target annotation is created
per article.

Annotation Categories. A selected sentence is
called a standardized sentence in the corpus termi-
nology. The mandatory and optional categories, as
well as their purpose, are listed below:

• Standardized sentence: Mandatory. Marks
the start and end of a target sentence.

• Act: Mandatory. Most often contains a com-
ment. Marks an action (or non-action) on
monetary policy. Example: "left interest rates
unchanged (Did not raise rates)".

• Actor: Mandatory. Marks the entity perform-
ing the act. By design, this is exclusively the
Federal Reserve or FOMC. Example: "Fed".

• Reference: Mandatory. Provides a link to
the source document, which can be opaque
in the article, e.g. saying that something hap-
pened yesterday. That source is systematically
tracked down by the domain experts. Exam-
ple: "yesterday’s meeting".

• Attribution: Optional. Marks the individual
advocating for the Federal Reserve to perform
a certain action. Example: "Greenspan".

• Motive: Optional. Can appear multiple times.
States the goal of an act. Example: "to fight
inflation".

2PhD students in economics and political science at the
Graduate Institute

3Ashley Thornton and David Sylvan

Train Valid Test

Source documents 1342 167 169
Target annotations 3246 364 380

Mean targets/source 2.42 2.18 2.25
Max targets/source 36 17 16

Table 1: Number of examples in each split in the FOMC
dataset.

Count Source documents Targets

(Std) Sentences 262.6 (± 688.6) 1.6
Words 6054.1 (± 12639.4) 123.6
Start/end tokens - 18.2
Total tokens 6054.1 (± 12639.4) 141.8

Table 2: Mean length of source documents and target
annotations in the FOMC dataset.

• Evidence: Optional. Can appear multiple
times. States an observation, e.g. about the
current economic state, that served as an in-
centive for the act. Example: "high oil prices".

• Scope: Optional. Marks the temporal scope
of an act. Example: "by the end of the year".

Dataset statistics. We now show dataset statis-
tics. First, the number of examples in each split
(80%/10%/10% for train/validation/test) is pre-
sented in Table 1. Second, the number of tokens in
source and target texts is shown in Table 2.

Filtering source documents. As is evident from
Table 2, the source documents are generally very
long. In contrast, the maximum number of input
tokens that state-of-the-art models are pretrained
on, lies between 512 in BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
and 1024 in BART (Lewis et al., 2020). This lim-
itation is due to the quadratic complexity of self-
attention in the Transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) and its resulting strain on computa-
tional resources.

As a consequence, there are two ways to define
the prediction task for the FOMC dataset. The
first one is to condition on the full text document,
but devise models capable of handling very long
inputs, such as adding a filtering module (used
below) or using appropriate architectures such as
the Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020). The sec-
ond option is to condition on a specific filtering
of the source documents which reduces them to a
length that can be processed by the chosen model.
Alongside the data, we provide a script that allows
for selecting sentences from the source document,
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Evaluation: Act type
Category: Act
Equivalence class 1:

- left interest rates
unchanged (Did not
raise rates)

Equivalence class 2:
- decided to raise interest
rates (Did raise rates)

- voted to raise rates (Did
raise rates)

Equivalence class 3:
- lowered interest rates a
quarter point (Cut rates)

Figure 3: Definition of an evaluation with its equiva-
lence classes.

while satisfying the length restriction for a given
tokenizer from the HuggingFace transformers li-
brary (Wolf et al., 2020). The selection logic can
be set to either pick sentences from the top of the
source document (Lead strategy), or to use an ora-
cle that greedily picks sentences that maximize the
length-normalized ROUGE-2 recall gain (Oracle
strategy).

3 Equivalence Classes Evaluation

To evaluate a model on predicting the marked spans
of individual annotation categories, we propose the
equivalence classes evaluation as an efficient way
of generating evaluation instances from domain
experts’ knowledge.

3.1 Definition

An evaluation selects a category c that it wants
to evaluate, which in turn consists of 2 or more
equivalence classes. The members of an equiva-
lence class are marked spans of category c in the
dataset. Members of the same equivalence class are
semantically interchangeable in the target annota-
tion, with respect to the objective of the evaluation.
The members of all equivalence classes must be
syntactically interchangeable, such that replacing
one for the other still results in a grammatically
correct sentence. An example is given in Figure 3.

3.2 Creating Evaluation Instances

Evaluation instances are then created by searching
target annotations in the validation/test set for a
member of an equivalence class. If one is found, an
evaluation instance is created consisting of 1) the
prefix yprefix up until the selected span, 2) the se-
lected span a(pos) as the true (positive) continuation,
and 3) a randomly selected span a(neg) from a dif-

[REFERENCE START] Last week [REFERENCE END]
, the [ACTOR START] Federal Reserve
[ACTOR END] [ACT START]

left interest rates unchanged (Did not
raise rates)

decided to raise interest rates (Did raise
rates)

Figure 4: Equivalence classes evaluation instance with
prefix yprefix, a positive continuation a(pos) and a negative
continuation a(neg).

ferent equivalence class as the false (negative) con-
tinuation. a(neg) is chosen by uniformly sampling
a negative equivalence class, and then uniformly
sampling one of its members. An example is shown
in Figure 4, where a(pos) is in equivalence class 1 of
the example evaluation in Figure 3, and a(neg) has
been sampled as the first member of equivalence
class 2. Any other member of equivalence classes
2 or 3 could have been chosen as well.

For a single match of a positive span in the eval-
uation set, one can create a large number of evalua-
tion instances by sampling negative continuations
without replacement.

Optionally, the positive span a(pos) can be re-
placed by a different member of the same equiva-
lence class (for equivalence classes with more than
one member). This can help mitigating lexical inac-
curacies that can arise from replacing a span with
another, which otherwise only exist for a(neg).

Relation to Pattern-Exploiting Training. In
Schick and Schütze (2021a), Pattern-Exploiting
Training (PET) is introduced. The concept of ver-
balizers is similar to equivalence classes. In their
work, verbalizers are manually predefined single
tokens that represent a class label.4 Our equiva-
lence classes consist of expert-selected multi-word
spans from the data, that each represent the con-
cept of their equivalence class. Equivalence classes
are multi-faceted: They determine both a semantic
concept and a grammatical structure, and are al-
ways defined with respect to a certain aspect under
evaluation.

3.3 Model Evaluation

To evaluate the generative model, we obtain the
probability pθ it assigns to a(pos) and a(neg) by get-
ting its next-token probabilities given the prefix
yprefix. We apply teacher-forcing and obtain the

4In their follow-up work, they extend verbalizers to multi-
ple tokens (Schick and Schütze, 2021b).
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probabilities autoregressively, extending the prefix
with the previous token at each turn. The probabil-
ity of the entire span is computed as

pθ(a) =
l∏

i=1

pθ(ai|yprefix, a<i) (1)

where a ∈ {a(pos), a(neg)}, and l is the length
of a. The model solves an instance correctly if
pθ(a

(pos)) > pθ(a
(neg)).

If the lengths of a(pos) and a(neg) are substantially
different, the value of pθ could be determined more
by the difference in length than in semantics. We
avoid this during sampling of a(neg) by restricting
the maximum difference in number of words be-
tween a(neg) and a(pos) to 2.

3.4 In-Depth Analysis

The equivalence classes evaluation also allows for
an in-depth error analysis. First, we can test spe-
cific properties for a category, such as how well the
model handles negation in acts. Second, we can
break down an evaluation’s score by combinations
of equivalence classes, and identify the hardest
combinations for the model. We show examples of
such analyses in Section 5.3.

Data augmentation. As an added benefit, equiva-
lence classes give rise to a simple training data aug-
mentation method. We create additional training
examples from equivalence classes by exchanging
the ground-truth highlighted span with a different
one from the same equivalence class. We post-
pone testing the efficacy of this data augmentation
method to future work.

4 Experiments

In our experiments, we use the FOMC dataset de-
scribed in Section 2.4.

4.1 Equivalence Classes

The equivalence classes for our evaluations were
proposed by one of the authors5 and validated by
the same senior domain experts as for the FOMC
dataset described in Section 2.4. We create an eval-
uation for each of the following 5 categories: act, at-
tribution, motive, evidence, and scope. We add one
evaluation for the act comments, without the act
itself. Furthermore, we create additional in-depth
evaluation examples for modal verbs and negation,

5Andreas Marfurt

which our domain experts are especially interested
in. We create separate evaluations for modal verbs
in positive (e.g. should) and in negative formula-
tion (e.g. might not), to avoid confounding with the
effect of negation. These 3 evaluations (positive
modal verbs, negative modal verbs, negation) are
created for acts without comments, act comments,
and acts concatenated with comments.

One evaluation instance is created for each exam-
ple in the evaluation set that contains any member
of the evaluation’s equivalence classes. If the eval-
uation instances n have not reached 100 yet, ⌊100n ⌋
negative spans a(neg) are sampled per instance, such
that the total number is close to 100. If more than
100 matches are found, all of them are included in
the evaluation with one randomly sampled negative
span. We do not replace positive spans. This proce-
dure generates 1974 total evaluation instances from
the validation set, and 2104 from the test set. The
general evaluations of the 5 categories plus the act
comments (excluding in-depth evaluations) contain
818 evaluation instances from the validation set,
and 886 from the test set. The smallest category
(motive) has 74 and the largest (act labels) has 336
test evaluation instances.

4.2 Standard Text Generation Metrics

Since our task is a sequence-to-sequence task, we
also report standard text generation metrics. If not
mentioned otherwise, we compute the following
metrics for generated annotations without special
tokens (category start and end tokens).

ROUGE. ROUGE (Lin, 2004) is a textual over-
lap metric which is widely used in text summariza-
tion, a task with strong connections to ours. As
is common in summarization, we report ROUGE-
1/2/L as the unigram and bigram overlap, and the
longest common subsequence, respectively. We
compute ROUGE with and without special tokens,
as we want to see both how well the model gener-
ates the annotations as well as the original article.

BERTScore. We use BERTScore (Zhang et al.,
2020b) as a semantic similarity metric between the
generated and reference target annotations. We
do not use idf-importance weighting, and we use
baseline rescaling.6 If multiple target annotations
are present, the maximum similarity is reported, as
proposed by the authors.

6Evaluation hash: roberta-large_L17_no-idf
_version=0.3.11(hug_trans=4.6.1)-rescaled
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Distinct bigrams. We report the distinct bigrams
in the generated target annotations. This metric
checks if the model produces overly generic and
repetitive outputs. A higher number of distinct
bigrams corresponds to higher lexical diversity in
the output and is desirable.

Novel bigrams. Novel bigrams measure the per-
cent of bigrams in a generated annotation that do
not appear in the filtered source document that
serves as input text. This metric measures the ex-
tractiveness of the model, i.e. its tendency to copy
text from the input.

4.2.1 Annotation Category Metrics
We add annotation category-specific metrics to the
text generation metrics. These metrics are designed
to detect if any category or the target format are
ignored by the model.

Category counts. We report the mean and stan-
dard deviation of each annotation category’s occur-
rence over the generated target annotations.

Categories correctly closed. This evaluation
measures the percent of annotation spans that are
correctly encompassed by a category start and end
token. This evaluation shows whether the decoder
correctly learned to generate in the target format.

4.3 Filtering Source Documents

As detailed in Section 2.4, the source documents
are much longer than current Transformer mod-
els with quadratic self-attention complexity can
process. However, we conjecture that only very
specific parts of these documents are needed to
generate the comparably very short target annota-
tions (see Table 2). On top of mentioned filtering
strategies, we train a filtering model. For this pur-
pose, we finetune a BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019) for sequence classification.7 We split long
inputs at sentence boundaries into chunks of at
most 512 tokens, and then predict whether to keep
the sentences in the current chunk.

We train the model with a cross-entropy loss
between the predictions and the oracle selection
described in Section 2.4. We train with a batch
size of 5 for 10 epochs, but stop early when the
F1 score on the validation set no longer improves.
We use the same learning rate schedule as for the

7We use the standard implementation in the HuggingFace
transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020).

generative models described below, with a maxi-
mum learning rate of 1e-3. During inference, we
select the sentences with the highest logits until we
reach the token limit. The selected sentences are
concatenated in the order in which they appear in
the source document. We name this filtering model
FilterBERT.

4.4 Generative Models

For our generative models, we rely on the Trans-
former architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), and com-
pare finetuning differently pretrained models.

Transformer. We use a randomly initialized
Transformer encoder-decoder to test the effect of
skipping pretraining. Our implementation of the
Transformer is the same as the BERT model below.

BERT. We finetune a pretrained BERT encoder
(Devlin et al., 2019) and train a randomly initial-
ized Transformer decoder, as proposed in Liu and
Lapata (2019). Unless otherwise mentioned, we
use the base model size.

BART. We finetune the BART model (Lewis
et al., 2020) as a proponent of a jointly pretrained
encoder and decoder.

Training details. Training steps and learning rate
hyperparameters were selected on the validation
set with a grid search with exponential step sizes.
We train our models for a maximum of 10 (Trans-
former/BERT) or 20 (BART) epochs, which corre-
sponds to 8000 or 16000 steps with a batch size of
4, respectively. We stop training early if the vali-
dation loss does not improve any further. We set
the maximum learning rate to 1e-4 for randomly
initialized parameters, and 1e-5 for pretrained ones.
Exceptionally for BART, we use a learning rate
of 1e-6 for the tied input/output embeddings. We
warm up the learning rate for a tenth of the total
epochs, with a linear increase from 1/100-th of the
maximum learning rate, and then a linear decay
back down to the starting point. We use the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015).

Generation details. For our evaluation of text
generation metrics (see Section 4.2), we generate
text with beam search. We use 5 beams, a minimum
generation length of 50 tokens and a maximum of
500, no length penalty, and no n-gram blocking
(Paulus et al., 2018).
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Model Act Act comments Attribution Motive Evidence Scope Mean

Transformer 93.18% 93.45% 94.79% 66.22% 43.68% 50.00% 73.55%
BERT 97.73% 94.64% 97.16% 66.22% 45.98% 54.44% 76.03%
BART 98.86% 96.13% 97.16% 71.62% 81.61% 80.00% 87.56%

Table 3: Accuracy of main equivalence classes evaluations.

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L BERTScore Distinct bigrams Novel bigrams

References - - - - 9961 82.68%

Transformer 31.89 10.27 25.06 0.72 214 87.61%
BERT 41.09 18.31 31.63 19.00 965 82.75%
BART 42.73 20.64 33.08 26.78 3011 73.62%

Table 4: Text generation evaluation results. ROUGE is computed on targets including special tokens.

5 Results

5.1 Equivalence Classes Evaluation

Our main results for the general equivalence classes
evaluations on the 5 categories plus act comments
are shown in Table 3. The BART model with a
jointly pretrained encoder and decoder substan-
tially outperforms the Transformer and BERT mod-
els. The act, act comments and attribution evalua-
tions are solved nearly perfectly, but the others are
harder. For the evidence evaluation, Transformer
and BERT perform substantially below the random
baseline, which would achieve 50% in expectation.
We analyze the case of the evidence evaluation
further in Section 5.3.

5.2 Text Generation Metrics

We show the results of text generation metrics in
Table 4. Again, BART outperforms the other mod-
els. The low scores in BERTScore and distinct bi-
grams (excluding special tokens) indicate that the
Transformer fails to generate diverse and topical
target annotation sentences. However, the compara-
bly high ROUGE scores (including special tokens)
show that it learns to generate the target format
well, which is also supported by the last column
of Table 5. BART generates the most diverse and
topical target annotations, and is also the most ex-
tractive method, showing that it makes use of the
input document.

In Table 5 in the appendix, we show the mean
and standard deviation of each category’s anno-
tation counts for our three models. BERT pro-
duces outputs that stay closest to the number of
category annotations of the reference target annota-
tions. BART under-generates all categories, which
can be partially explained by it not having learned

to open and close category spans reliably. The com-
bination of not having seen the format during pre-
training and a lower decoder learning rate, which
was helpful for the other tasks, explains why BART
performs worse than the models with randomly
initialized Transformer decoders.

5.3 In-Depth Analysis
Table 6 in the appendix shows a selection of equiva-
lence classes evaluations where equivalence classes
were built for a specific purpose. In our evaluations,
these measure performance on act modal verbs (e.g.
raised rates vs. might raise rates) and act negation,
both aspects that are of high importance to our do-
main experts. We can see that negation is handled
well by all models, and that modals are substan-
tially harder for acts, but not for act comments
(where the act is part of the prefix). Acts with com-
ments (last column) do not necessarily make the
task easier than acts without comments (second
column).

We also perform a qualitative in-depth analysis
of the evidence evaluation for the BART model. To
that effect, we count the percentage of evaluation
instances the model gets wrong for each pair of
equivalence classes, which is shown in the confu-
sion matrix in Figure 5. The number in each square
corresponds to the number of mistakes in the evalu-
ation. Some of the mistakes occur for the following
pairs of equivalence classes, where a(pos) is taken
from the first, and a(neg) from the second:

• deflation – low/declining inflation

• cooling housing market – tightening credit
market (full example in Appendix E)

• high unemployment – high oil prices

• high unemployment – weak economic activity
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. high inflation
2. low/declining inflation

3. weak dollar
4. high money supply growth
5. low money supply growth

6. deflation
7. high oil prices

8. falling oil prices
9. cooling housing market

10. tightening credit market
11. weak economic activity

12. high unemployment
13. strengthening economy

14. slowing growth

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 5: Confusion matrix of BART’s accuracy on
pairs of evidence equivalence classes. The equivalence
class for a(pos) is on the y-axis, the one for a(neg) on the
x-axis. Each cell contains the number of mistakes the
model makes for that combination. Empty cells do not
have a corresponding pair in the evaluation.

• slowing growth – low money supply growth

The mentioned combinations of economic pro-
cesses are correlated or even co-occurring, making
it difficult for the model to distinguish the positive
from the negative span. In these cases of close
semantic similarity, the model may fall back to
ranking candidate text spans higher based on e.g.
their frequency in the training data, where inflation
is one of the dominant subjects. For other combi-
nations, such as weak dollar – deflation, the model
just makes mistakes.

5.4 Ablation Study

We perform ablation studies with respect to model
size, filtering strategy and source document input
length. The tables with the results have been moved
to Appendix C.

Model sizes. In the results shown so far, BART
has outperformed the Transformer and BERT. How-
ever, those models operate with 247 million param-
eters (size of BERT-base), while BART has 406
million. In Table 7, we see that increasing BERT’s
parameters to the size of BERT-large only provides
small to no benefits. BART still outperforms BERT-
large, even with almost half of the parameters, due
to – as we believe – the beneficial initialization
from joint encoder-decoder pretraining. This is es-
pecially valuable on the FOMC dataset, which has
comparably few training instances.

Filtering strategies. In Section 4.3, we intro-
duced the FilterBERT model for identifying and
selecting salient sentences from long source doc-
uments. As stated in Section 2.4, together with

the dataset, we make available a script for filtering
source documents with either the Lead or the Ora-
cle strategy. The former selects sentences from the
top of the source document, the latter selects those
that most increase the length-normalized ROUGE-
2 recall with the target annotations. In Table 8, we
see that Oracle filtering generally performs best on
generation metrics, but not on equivalence classes.
The FilterBERT model outperforms the Lead strat-
egy for BART but not for generation metrics on
BERT. In general, the differences between the gen-
erative models are much larger than between the
filtering strategies.

Source document input length. Finally, since
BART has the ability to process inputs of up to
1024 tokens in length, we evaluate how that com-
pares to the input length of 512 tokens that we have
used so far. The results in Table 9 show that for
the Lead filtering strategy, longer inputs benefit all
metrics except ROUGE-2. With Oracle filtering,
ROUGE-2 and distinct bigram evaluations perform
slightly worse with longer inputs, while the rest im-
prove. In summary, the additional input sentences
only make a small difference for BART.

6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, our setting, task, and
evaluation have not been studied in prior work.

Evaluation. The closest approach to our equiv-
alence classes evaluation is the concept of verbal-
izers in Pattern-Exploiting Training (PET) (Schick
and Schütze, 2021a,b), the relation to which we
already discussed in Section 3.2. The biggest dif-
ference to our approach is that PET’s verbalizers
are limited to a small, bounded set of predefined
single tokens or few-token spans, while our equiv-
alence classes are unbounded, and their members
are collected from the data without restrictions on
length or content.

Other work has also tried to make human anno-
tations more efficient, e.g. for importance judge-
ments of sentences in multi-domain summarization
(Jha et al., 2020), or multi-task information ex-
traction (Bikaun et al., 2022). AnnIE builds fact
synsets to speed up open information extraction
(Friedrich et al., 2022).

Aspect-oriented summarization. Interpreta-
tions may focus on certain aspects in the source
documents, making them somewhat similar to
aspect-oriented summarization. AspectNews
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(Ahuja et al., 2022) and SPACE (Angelidis et al.,
2021) are two recent datasets with accompanying
models.

News summarization. Since our interpretations
are excerpts of New York Times articles, news sum-
marization is relevant to our work as well. This
is a very active field of research, with multiple
large-scale datasets (e.g. CNN/DM (Hermann et al.,
2015; Nallapati et al., 2016), XSum (Narayan et al.,
2018), among others). A lot of methods have been
tried on these datasets. BART (Lewis et al., 2020)
and PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020a) have shown
some of the best results for fine-tuned models.

7 Conclusion

We have devised a method to convert semi-
structured human annotations into text format. We
then introduced a task of predicting annotated in-
terpretations of source documents that can be tack-
led with sequence-to-sequence models. We pre-
sented a human-annotated corpus about the mone-
tary policy of the Federal Reserve. Our equivalence
classes evaluation is an efficient technique to cre-
ate a large number of targeted evaluation instances
from a comparably cheap clustering by domain
experts. We use this technique to evaluate state-
of-the-art generative models on our task, and find
that it shows larger differences between pretrained
models than standard text generation metrics. In
further in-depth analyses, the equivalence classes
evaluation tests the models for specific properties,
such as how they handle negation, and detects why
models struggle to correctly rank alternative text
spans of certain human annotation categories.

Limitations

In the following we discuss some limitations of our
paper.

Subjectivity of the annotation process. Even
though annotation protocols can be standardized
and outputs aggregated over multiple annotators,
the process of annotation remains subjective. In our
interpretation task, social scientists extract and cat-
egorize information, providing additional context
where necessary, and all annotations are validated
by a senior domain expert. The models trained on
the data will focus on the aspects that the annota-
tors deemed important. This is not inherently a bad
thing. Human annotation is a flexible tool that a
different set of annotators could use to highlight

other aspects of the data. Note that this is a separate
consideration from reproducibility of our results,
which we enable by open-sourcing our data, code
and models.

Application to other domains. We have yet to
establish transferability of our allowed set of an-
notations and task setup to other domains. While
we expect our procedure to be general enough to
work in different areas, this paper only uses a single
corpus about macroeconomics. The reason for the
limitation to one corpus is the high cost of finding
relevant interpretation documents, performing the
extraction and annotation, and standardizing the
resulting annotations.

Equivalence classes creation. While the cre-
ation of equivalence classes is less expensive than
directly creating evaluation examples, it still re-
quires manual effort by domain experts, which is
an expensive resource. This could be alleviated
with an automatic method to obtain equivalence
classes. In theory, the identification of candidate
members of equivalence classes should be facili-
tated by the category annotations. The two member
properties of 1) semantic interchangeability within
equivalence classes and 2) syntactic interchange-
ability across equivalence classes could potentially
be judged by a strong language model.

Syntactic structure of equivalence class mem-
bers. Syntactic interchangeability is a require-
ment on equivalence class members within one
equivalence classes evaluation. This limits us to
one syntactic construction per evaluation. We se-
lect the most common one in each category to ob-
tain a large enough number of evaluation instances.
As a consequence, the model will not be tested on
different syntactic structures. Unfortunately, test-
ing all possible syntactic constructions suffers from
1) a data sparsity problem, where not enough ex-
amples of the same construction occur in the data,
and 2) a large increase in manual effort required to
construct one evaluation per syntactic structure.

Ethical Considerations

Since this work uses pretrained language models,
it inherits the problems of those models with re-
spect to reproducing biased or offensive content
present in the pretraining data. We finetune our
models on the FOMC dataset, which consists of
policy announcements of the FOMC and news arti-
cle sentences of the New York Times. Both of these
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sources can be considered trustworthy and careful
with respect to the language that they use, in con-
trast to general text on the web that was present in
BART’s pretraining data. The topic of our dataset
is the monetary policy of the Fed. Non-topical con-
tent was filtered in the data collection stage. All
included news article sentences (which form the tar-
gets of our finetuning) were carefully selected and
annotated. We therefore expect not to have intro-
duced additional ethical issues with our dataset or
finetuning. It should be noted that the dataset dates
from 1967 to 2018, so it spans different historical
contexts.

The annotations were performed by researchers
of the Graduate Institute in their capacity as PhD
students, postdocs and professors.
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A Category Counts

The mean and standard deviation of category
counts, for the references as well as the model
generations, are listed in Table 5.

B In-Depth Results

Selected results of the in-depth analysis are shown
in Table 6.

C Ablation Results

We present the results of our ablation study on
model sizes in Table 7, on filtering strategies in
Table 8, and on source document input lengths in
Table 9.

D Full FOMC Example

We present the first example from the FOMC test
set. We show the source document filtered with
FilterBERT, the target annotation and BART’s
prediction. At the end, we show the generation
scores for this example.

Filtered source document: FEDERAL RE-
SERVE press release For Use at 4:30 p.m. August
22, 1986 The Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal Open Market Committee today released
the attached record of policy actions taken by the
Federal Open Market Committee at its meeting
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on July 8-9, 1986. Such records for each meeting
of the Committee are made available a few days
after the next regularly scheduled meeting and are
published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin and the
Board’s Annual Report. The summary descriptions
of economic and financial conditions they contain
are based solely on the information that was avail-
able to the Committee at the time of the meeting.
Attachment RECORD OF POLICY ACTIONS OF
THE FEDERAL OPEN MARKET COMMITTEE
Meeting Held on July 8-9, 1986 Domestic policy
directive The information reviewed at this meeting
indicates that economic activity has expanded at
a relatively slow pace recently. The intermeeting
range for the federal funds rate was reduced to 5
to 9 percent. Other interest rates rose early in the
period but then retreated amid signs of weakness
in the economies of the United States and some of
its major trading partners, renewing expectations
of a discount rate cut in the near future. Since
the May meeting short-term market rates had
declined 10 to 40 basis points on balance. In
their discussion of policy implementation for the
weeks immediately ahead, Committee members
took account of the likelihood that the discount
rate would be reduced within a few days after
the meeting. Against the background of sluggish
expansion in economic activity and a subdued rate
of inflation, most of the members believed that
some easing was desirable and they indicated a
preference for implementing the easing, at least
initially, through a lower discount rate rather than
through open market operations. In one view, a cut
in the discount rate might need to be accompanied
by some increase in the degree of pressure on
reserve positions, pending evaluation of further
economic and financial developments. The
reduction was viewed as a technical adjustment
that would provide a more symmetrical range
around a lower federal funds rate that could be
expected to emerge following the anticipated
reduction in the discount 7/8-9/86 - 18 rate. Most
short-term interest rates have declined on balance
since the May 20 meeting of the Committee. In the
implementation of policy for the immediate future,
the Committee seeks to decrease somewhat the
existing degree of pressure on reserve positions,
taking account of the possibility of a change in the
discount rate.
Target annotation: [STD SENTENCE START]
Policymakers at the [ACTOR START] Federal

Reserve [ACTOR END] [ACT START] decided
at their July meeting to loosen credit condi-
tions (Loosened monetary policy) [ACT END]
[MOTIVE START] in an effort to stimulate the
sluggish economy [MOTIVE END], according to
[REFERENCE START] minutes [REFERENCE
END] of the meeting released today. [STD
SENTENCE END] [STD SENTENCE START]
Members of the [ACTOR START] Federal Open
Market Committee (Fed / FOMC) [ACTOR END]
[REFERENCE START] voted [REFERENCE
END] 10 to 1 to follow a strategy that would
push interest rates lower, [ACT START] despite
[ATTRIBUTION START] objections from one
member (Should not loosen monetary policy)
[ACT END] (One member of the FOMC) [ATTRI-
BUTION END] that [EVIDENCE START] such
a course might threaten renewed inflation later
[EVIDENCE END]. [STD SENTENCE END]
[STD SENTENCE START] Thomas C. [ATTRI-
BUTION START] Melzer [ATTRIBUTION END],
president of the St. Louis [ACTOR START]
Federal Reserve Bank [ACTOR END], [ACT
START] cast the single dissenting vote (Should not
loosen money supply) [ACT END]. The minutes
said Mr. Melzer [REFERENCE START] expressed
concern [REFERENCE END] that [EVIDENCE
START] looser Fed controls could initiate renewed
inflation [EVIDENCE END] and [EVIDENCE
START] weaken the dollar on foreign exchange
markets [EVIDENCE END]. [STD SENTENCE
END]
BART prediction: [STD SENTENCE START]
The [ACTOR START] Federal Reserve’s Open
Market Committee (Fed) [ACTOR END] [ACT
START] voted unanimously at its July 8-9 meeting
to ease monetary policy further (Might cut rates, in
future) [ACT END], according to [REFERENCE
START] minutes [REFERENCE END] of the
session released today. [STD SENTENCE END]

ROUGE-1/2/L (including category mark-
ers): 31.68/17.00/28.71
ROUGE-1/2/L (excluding category markers):
30.38/15.38/27.85
BERTScore: 27.29
Novel bigrams: 84.38%
Closed correctly: 100.00%
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E Equivalence Classes Evaluation
Example

We present an evaluation instance from the
equivalence classes evaluation for the evidence
category. BART got this example wrong, i.e.
judged the negative continuation a(neg) as more
likely than the positive a(pos) (appears in Figure 5,
positive class 9, negative class 10).

yprefix: [STD SENTENCE START] Ben S.
[ATTRIBUTION START] Bernanke [ATTRI-
BUTION END] , the chairman of the [ACTOR
START] Federal Reserve [ACTOR END] Board,
[REFERENCE START] declared [REFERENCE
END] on Friday that the central bank [ACT
START] ”stands ready to take additional actions
as needed” (Might cut rates, in future) [ACT
END] [MOTIVE START] to prevent the chaos
in mortgage markets from derailing the broader
economy [MOTIVE END] . Mr. Bernanke avoided
any specific promise to lower the central bank’s
benchmark federal funds rate at its next policy
meeting on Sept. 18. But he acknowledged
[EVIDENCE START]
a(pos): the dangers posed by the twin storms in
housing and mortgage lending
a(neg): credit was becoming harder to get for both
consumers and businesses
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Model Std sent Act Actor Reference Attribution Motive Evidence Scope Closed correctly

References 1.60 (± 0.93) 1.60 (± 0.93) 1.60 (± 0.93) 1.60 (± 0.93) 0.87 (± 1.18) 0.39 (± 0.72) 1.22 (± 1.41) 0.21 (± 0.45) 100.00%

Transformer 2.69 (± 0.62) 2.69 (± 0.62) 2.69 (± 0.62) 2.60 (± 0.64) 0.02 (± 0.22) 0.08 (± 0.31) 0.05 (± 0.22) 0.01 (± 0.11) 100.00%
BERT 1.63 (± 0.75) 1.63 (± 0.75) 1.63 (± 0.75) 1.63 (± 0.77) 0.73 (± 0.73) 0.43 (± 0.62) 0.07 (± 0.26) 0.14 (± 0.38) 99.97%
BART 1.55 (± 0.70) 0.79 (± 0.71) 1.22 (± 0.84) 1.37 (± 0.68) 0.29 (± 0.55) 0.02 (± 0.17) 0.13 (± 0.44) 0.05 (± 0.21) 69.44%

Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of category counts.

Model Act negation Act modals (pos) Act comment modals (pos) Act with comment modals (pos)

Transformer 89.58% 70.65% 93.81% 68.13%
BERT 93.75% 70.65% 93.81% 69.23%
BART 95.83% 89.13% 97.94% 80.22%

Table 6: Accuracy on selected in-depth equivalence classes evaluations.

Model Parameters EQ mean ROUGE BERTScore Distinct bigrams

R-1 R-2 R-L

Transformer 247M 73.55% 31.89 10.27 25.06 0.72 214
BERT-base 247M 76.03% 41.09 18.31 31.63 19.00 965
BERT-large 771M 75.76% 41.26 17.91 31.39 19.30 1232
BART 406M 87.56% 42.73 20.64 33.08 26.78 3011

Table 7: Selected evaluation metrics for different model sizes.

Model Filter model EQ mean ROUGE BERTScore Distinct bigrams

R-1 R-2 R-L

BERT FilterBERT 76.03% 41.09 18.31 31.63 19.00 965
BERT Lead 75.51% 41.27 18.74 31.44 19.59 1012
BERT Oracle 75.15% 41.38 18.54 32.05 19.96 1010

BART FilterBERT 87.56% 42.73 20.64 33.08 26.78 3011
BART Lead 86.90% 41.56 19.79 32.09 25.15 1976
BART Oracle 87.16% 44.04 21.84 33.87 26.98 3528

Table 8: Selected evaluation metrics for different filtering strategies.

Model Filter model Input tokens EQ mean ROUGE BERTScore Distinct bigrams

R-1 R-2 R-L

BART Lead 512 86.90% 41.56 19.79 32.09 25.15 1976
BART Lead 1024 87.12% 42.39 19.64 32.20 25.44 2421

BART Oracle 512 87.16% 44.04 21.84 33.87 26.98 3528
BART Oracle 1024 89.15% 44.81 21.36 34.77 27.79 3296

Table 9: Selected evaluation metrics for different source document input lengths.
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